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The Leiko Ikemura exhibition in Milan

5 months ago

Over fifty works occupy the four floors of the Milanese Building gallery, giving space to the
Japanese artist’s reflection on the human figure and beyond.
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In Milan, during the long-awaited Design Week, he inaugurated the first Italian solo show
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of the Japanese artist, naturalized Swiss, Leiko Ikemura (1951). The large retrospective set

4 months ago

up at the Building gallery offers a historical excursus on his varied artistic production.
Covid, ivermectin works and
now WHO officials face the
death penalty in India

From large-format paintings, made in the early Eighties, to glass sculpture, created
specifically for the exhibition. An authentic expressive universe ordered by thematic nuclei.
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IKEMURA’S HISTORY AND POETICS

about a month ago

Before the thunder, after the dark it is the result of a work that has lasted for more than
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forty years, a tribute to the traditions and cultures that Ikemura has encountered in his life,
a journey through techniques and styles.
Born in Tsu, Japan, Leiko Ikemura moved to Europe in the 1970s. He lived for several years
in Switzerland, then in Cologne and finally in Berlin, where he became a lecturer at the
Universität der Kunste. The numerous displacements become the substratum of his
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investigation aimed at change. From figurative to abstract, lkemura focuses on the

about a month ago

human figure and its position in the world. Here the female figures, iconic in his work,
fluctuate from an ethereal landscape to inhabit cosmic worlds.
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THE WORKS OF IKEMURA
Multifaceted and shrewd, Ikemura works with watercolor, painting, photography and
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sculpture. What is fascinating is the pleasant dialogue that is established between
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tradition and personal vision. In fact, the artist shows considerable respect for techniques,
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to which he adds a singular touch. This is the case of the bronze sculpture on the ground
floor, which maintains the structures of the casting to make them an integral part of the
work.
Accompanying the most recent rotating bronze are the first drawings made by the artist
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and the large colored pastel Untitled (1983). Expression of hope and trust, the work,
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created during the stay in Nuremberg, becomes the focus of the exhibition. Yet this
promising sensation collides with the reality of change, represented by the diptych that
two paintings stand in the room like the protagonists of a private but common story. A
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condition shared by many: that of the incessant becoming that disturbs human life.
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Concern for our planet here becomes more and more evident. Man and nature become one

a day ago

gives the staff its name: Before Thunder (2014-17) e After Dark (2014-17). Imposing, the

in the violent storm that hurls itself into the darkness of the canvas.

After dark, the vibrant pastel pink wall runs through the first floor of the gallery. The
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bright wall is the backdrop to the irregular, heterogeneous and unfinished sculptures made
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with bronze and terracotta. While the first shines with its own light glass sculpture
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A VERTICAL EXHIBITION

created by Ikemura specifically for the exhibition, in collaboration with the Berengo Studio
Climate strike in Milan 1 and
2 October 2021, with Greta
Thunberg in the procession:
timetables and route

artistic glassworks in Venice.
The vertical development of the Building gallery was a challenge for the curator Frank
Boehm, who for the occasion decided to dedicate a small exhibition to each floor. Divided
into thematic nuclei, the various levels of the Milanese gallery seem to be the chapters of a
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continuous narrative. The idea is that of represent the circle of life. Here then, from the

about 20 hours ago

top floor, where we find the paintings closest to abstractionism, we want to go back to the
first and so incessantly to understand the human condition. Who we are? But above all
where are we? These are the questions Leiko Ikemura tries to answer with a timeless
energy.
‒ Victory Mascellaro

Art events in progress in Milan
Source
Leiko Ikemura exhibition Milan
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